
 

 

 

  

Tough economic times means transformation and resilience in rural Ontario. This case study 

report explores how six rural Ontario communities turned job loss and industry change into 

new opportunities. 
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RURAL RULES 
CASE STUDIES OF RURAL SUCCESS  

INTRODUCTION 

Rural Ontario communities are as unique as the 

people who call them home. This report aims to 

capture, using six case studies, how those 

communities (and organizations within them) have 

showcased resilience in the face of economic 

hardship and industry loss. Each of the six case 

studies selected highlights who took the players are, 

what actions were taken and which key supports were 

used in rural Ontario to mitigate the negative impacts 

of precarious employment. 

Impetus for this case study investigation is derived 

from the ongoing investigation into rural precarious 

employment taking place in collaboration with 

OMAFRA and other scholars through the University 

of Guelph’s School of Environmental Design and 

Rural Development.  

More information about the project can be found at 

https://ruralprecariousemployment.wordpress.com/  

 

 

Research conducted within the 

School of Environmental Design 

and Rural Development reflects 

the diversity of our programs and 

the diversity of our faculty and 

students.  Research spans the 

Canadian and International 

context and makes important 

contributions to society and our 

respective professions focused on 

Landscape Architecture, Rural 

Planning and Development, 

Capacity Development and 

Extension and Rural Studies.  It is 

often focused at the community 

level - rural and urban, and tends 

to be very practical in its 

application. Further information 

about the School can be found at 

www.sedrd.uoguelph.ca. 

 

 

 
 

Through the Ontario Ministry of 

Agriculture, Food and Rural 

Affairs (OMAFRA) - U of G 

Partnership Agreement, Ontario's 

long-term investment in research, 

laboratory, and veterinary training 

programs at the U of G has 

delivered innovation to Ontario's 

agri-food industry and stimulated 

prosperity in Ontario's rural 

communities. World-class 

laboratory programs enhance 

food safety, while strategic 

investment in the next generation 

of veterinarians, researchers and 

business and policy leaders 

promises a bright future for our 

rural communities and agri-food 

industry. Further information on 

OMAFRA can be found at 

http://www.omafra.gov.on.ca.  

 

https://ruralprecariousemployment.wordpress.com/
http://www.omafra.gov.on.ca/
http://www.omafra.gov.on.ca/
http://www.omafra.gov.on.ca/
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CASE 1: COME TOGETHER  

HOW FIVE COUNTIES IN SOUTH CENTRAL ONTARIO CAME 

TOGETHER TO DIVERSIFY AFTER THE DOWNTURN OF THE 

TOBACCO INDUSTRY.   

Who: Counties of Brant, Elgin, Middlesex, Norfolk, 

and Oxford 

What: Creating the South Central Ontario Region 

Economic Development Corporation  

KEY SUPPORTS USED TO NAVIGATE PRECARIOUS 

EMPLOYMENT:  

• Investment in and support of industry 

associations  

o Including lavender, wine and grape, 

hazelnut 

• A strong core group of community leaders 

with mixed skill sets   

• Creating multi-layered relationships and 

supports 

o Including employees, mayors, 

Community Futures, business owners  

• A regional approach to job creation and industry 

building  

• Use of existing infrastructure  

• Community engagement in funding allocation process    

• Commitment to patient-payback loans 

Decline of the tobacco industry united the 

counties of Brant, Elgin, Middlesex, Norfolk, and 

Oxford in more than geography. Local 

stakeholders recognized that collective strategic 

decision-making at a regional level was required 

to usher in new economic opportunities to 

communities that have relied on the tobacco 

industry for many years.   

“Mayors at the time came together recognizing 

that not only the farms would be hard hit by the 

FIGURE 1 SOUTH CENTRAL ONTARIO REGION 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 
LOGO (SCORREGION.COM) 
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decrease in tobacco production but also the 

entire value chain and the communities that were 

built around those businesses” (Interviewee).  

Local area leadership was forward thinking in the 

request for “Tobacco Transition Fund to go 

towards diversification efforts in the area and 

from that the Sand Plains Community 

Development Fund (SPCDF) was created” 

(Interviewee).  Access to this pool of money 

meant 15 million dollars for “community 

economic development and for patient pay-back 

loans” (Interviewee).  

How to best allocate these funds would be the 

next step in shaping the area’s new economic 

identity. In order to adjudicate the funding, 

mayors incorporated and the South Central 

Ontario Region (SCOR) Economic Development 

Corporation partnership (Figure 1) began.  

Partnering with area Community Futures 

Development Corporations and their provincial 

counterparts, formal channels for administrating 

the funds were in place. “SCOR board members 

acted as a steering committee for the funds and 

a group of community volunteers, from a variety 

of sectors, were the selection committee.  A 

great number of projects came from the SPCDF 

as well as diversification efforts for the 

agricultural communities” (Interviewee).   

One of the valuable takeaways from the SPCDF 

is the patient pay back loan. On the surface, the 

program operates similarly to a traditional loan 

model – a sum of funds must be paid back to the 

investor. What makes the program unique and 

successful is the low interest rate, long payback 

period, and commitment to reintroducing the 

paid back funds to the area.  

The low interest rates and long payback period 

make this funding strategy attractive to start-ups 

and other groups that would typically not be 

financially eligible for a traditional loan. 

Furthermore, the funds returned to Community 

Futures through the loans are reintroduced back 

into the area through another round of funding 

adjudication which promotes the sustainability of 

growth connected to this model.  

One interviewee shares the example of, “a 

company in Norfolk County who were 

diversifying from tobacco and moving into 

lavender production. The farmers had taken 

some of the old tobacco equipment and adapted 

it for lavender harvest. The farmers did an ‘on-

farm’ prototype which had the potential to be 

used throughout the industry. The farmers 

needed a loan to have the machinery properly 

created and patented. Sand Plains funded the 

initiative” (Interviewee). 

Within the structure of the program, the five 

regions have the opportunity to collaborate with 

one another on larger initiatives.  “Some 

requests, which area a bit more sizeable, were 

funded based on regional interest. The 

aquaculture project, for example, was granted 

funds from five CFDCs” (Interviewee). This type 

of regional based planning was, “so pivotal in 

insulating the region against the 2008 downturn” 

(Interviewee). 

 

Here are some of the top outputs from the fund which were realized as a direct response to the job loss 

from the tobacco industry:  

• Ontario Hazelnut Association http://www.ontariohazelnuts.com/   

• The Ontario Lavender Association http://lavenderontario.org/    

• The Ontario Wine and Grape Growers Association http://www.ontariosouthcoastwine.com/   

Private organizations also benefited from the funding, including:  

http://www.ontariohazelnuts.com/
http://lavenderontario.org/
http://www.ontariosouthcoastwine.com/
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Gunns Hill Artisan Cheese  

An artisanal cheese factory using local dairy and handmade techniques.  

 

• Original funding approval summary - 

http://www.sandplains.ca/Office/Files/Gunns_Hill_Artisan_Cheese_Web_Summary.pdf    

• More information on the current operation -  

http://www.gunnshillcheese.ca/    

Sand Plains Aquaculture  

Where the infrastructure associated with an industrial plan was repurposed to breed fish.   

 

• Original finding approval summary - 

http://www.sandplains.ca/Office/Files/Sand_Plains_Fish_Farm_WEB_Summary_Final.pdf    

• More information on the current operation -  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-AnLe36-Ftk 

CASE 2: PREPARE 

HOW ONE TOWNSHIP’S FORWARD-THINKING PLAN KEEPS THEM 

AFLOAT AFTER A MAJOR MANUFACTURER LEAVES.  

Who: Southwold Township  

What: Strategic plans   

KEY SUPPORTS USED TO NAVIGATE PRECARIOUS 

EMPLOYMENT:  

• Anticipating the Ford closure, Council saved $400, 000 to decrease the tax strain  

• Envisioning the township renewed after the Ford plant closure 

http://www.sandplains.ca/Office/Files/Gunns_Hill_Artisan_Cheese_Web_Summary.pdf
http://www.gunnshillcheese.ca/
http://www.sandplains.ca/Office/Files/Sand_Plains_Fish_Farm_WEB_Summary_Final.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-AnLe36-Ftk
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• Investing in infrastructure that will attract new residents to the community  

• Taking a “middle of the road approach” 

(Interviewee) to problem solving, 

keeping the tax increase to single digits 

• Viewing recreational facilities as 

valuable amenities 

At one time, they paid almost half of the 

township’s property tax1 and now they’re gone 

(Interviewee). The township of Southwold 

(Figure 2) was home to a Ford Assembly Plant 

where since it’s 1967 opening over 8 million 

vehicles were assembled and thousands of 

people employed. The Ford Assembly Plant was 

responsible for a significant amount of 

employment in the township and surrounding 

area, over 1,100 employees in the plant alone, 

not including spin-off jobs. When manufacturing 

in rural Ontario began to see a downturn, 

Southwold began to plan for change. When 

production ended at the Ford Assembly Plant in 

2011, jobs were not the only loss in the 

community, a large portion of the tax base was 

gone as well. Council was left to determine how 

to best manage financially while attempting to 

repurpose the site.  

Post-closure and demolition, Ford is paying tax 

only on the commercial property in the 

township2, a move which has greatly reduced the 

number of tax dollars coming in (Interviewee). A 

part of Southwold’s plan was to anticipate the 

plant’s closure, Council was able to put away 

$400, 000 to help alleviate the tax strain 

(Interviewee). As a result, taxes have increased 

in the area, but only in the single digits3.   

This sound financial planning enabled some 

relief from the transition pains associated with 

losing the plant and changing gears.  

With the plant now torn down and the grounds 

prepared for redevelopment, the prospect of 

selling the physical plant is gone (Interviewee).  

In the wake of these changes both to 

employment opportunities and identity as a 

community, Council revisited the township’s 

Mission and Vision Statement and decided to 

prioritize attracting new residents. One way to 

move that initiative forward was by renewing the 

Park’s Strategic Plan4. As a result, recreational 

infrastructure was updated, plans for subdivision 

development began, and the environmental 

assessment process for a sewage treatment 

plant in the area also emerged.  

There are currently offers of interest for the site 

being entertained5. 

 

                                                
1 $2.26 million  
 
2 In 2011 Ford paid $963 000 in taxes to the 
township. 
3 A 7.3% increase 

4http://www.southwold.ca/sites/default/files/Southwol
d_Parks_Strategic_Plan_2.pdf 
5http://www.stthomastimesjournal.com/2017/02/17/t
wo-suitors-kicking-tires-on-former-ford-site 

FIGURE 2 MAP OF THE TOWNSHIP OF SOUTHWOLD 

(GOOGLE MAPS) 
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CASE 3: ASSOCIATE  

HOW INDUSTRY NEED AND FARMERS ARE BEING LINKED IN THE 

NAME OF CROP DIVERSIFICATION.   

Who: Ontario Hazelnut Association  

What: Diversifying crops  

KEY SUPPORTS USED TO NAVIGATE PRECARIOUS 

EMPLOYMENT:  

• Bringing together of researchers, practitioners, farmers, and industry to solidify crop 

diversification efforts 

• Bridging gaps between supply and demand 

• Engaging rural youth and future farming generations   

Decline of the tobacco industry created space for 

different crops to be grown in Southern Ontario. 

Many of these crops are championed by 

associations which include, lavender, hazelnuts, 

and grapes. For most of these groups, mitigating 

the risk associated with taking on new crops is 

key and connecting with industry processors is 

part and parcel to long term success. Consider 

the Ontario Hazelnut Association (OHA) (Figure 

3) as an example.  

According to their website, they “continue to 

develop new markets for Ontario hazelnuts and 

their products through agronomic knowledge, 

cultivar development, economic analysis and 

public advocacy” 6  The group began their 

endeavours with research, through the 

University of Guelph7 , around which hazelnut 

trees could be most successfully grown in 

Ontario. Academic research led to in-house 

                                                
6 http://www.ontariohazelnuts.com/ 
7 https://www.uoguelph.ca/business/featured-
profile/elliott-currie-hazelnuts 

pilots and progressed to on-farm trials (with 

support of government, community groups, and 

the OHA) with “farmers who are searching for 

opportunities” (Interviewee).   

And interest in those opportunities are growing. 

Consider the OHA’s most recent 2017 annual 

symposium, the expected attendance was less 

than 100 people but registration surged to over 

190. At the symposium, entitled the Future of 

Hazelnuts in Ontario, participants were able to 

connect with farmers engaged in the pilot 

project. Prospective farmers interested in 

hazelnuts learned of the opportunities and 

challenges first hand. One major player in the 

hazelnut conversation is Ferrero Canada8.   

The Ontario hazelnut growing initiative benefits 

from the Ferrero processing plant operating in 

Brantford, Ontario. The company responsible for 

8 http://www.ferrero.ca/ 
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making Nutella and other treats recently 

renewed their commitment to being in Canada 

by doubling their original agreement with the 

OHA9 . Ontario hazelnuts mean the ingredient 

can be traced down the value chain to a local 

producer - closing a geographic gap for the 

confectionary company in need of a premium 

hazelnut (Interviewee).  

Although the potential to emerge in a new market 

seems promising for Ontario farmers looking to 

diversify, there are realities such as harsh 

winters and crop yield to consider. Having the 

OHA as network available to help interested 

farmers navigate the transition to a new crop has 

translated to support and voice for community 

members, farmers, and industry experts. 

Ushering in a new industry at the cross-section 

of research, community, as well as industry 

experts is ‘cracking-up’ to be a good idea.  

 

 

FIGURE 3 ONTARIO HAZELNUT ASSOCIATION 

(ONTARIOHAZELNUTS.COM)

_____________________________ 

CASE 4: SOMETHING NEW 
HOW ONE RURAL COMMUNITY USHERED IN A NEW INDUSTRY.  

Who: Smiths Falls  

What: Using existing infrastructure  

KEY SUPPORTS USED TO NAVIGATE PRECARIOUS 

EMPLOYMENT:  

• Introduction of a new product to market, first publicly traded Canadian producer of marijuana 

• Existing infrastructure was repurposed  

• Multiple steps in the supply chain (growth, packaging, distribution) are housed onsite, job 

opportunities are diversified as a result   

The rural community of Smiths Falls (Figure 4) proudly advertises itself as being the destination for 

manufacturers. Its proximity to the nation’s capital, the provincial highway system, and the American 

border have contributed to the town’s history of advanced manufacturing and food processing.  

                                                
9http://www.brantfordexpositor.ca/2017/03/28/ferrero
-extends-agreement 
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Hershey was one employer responsible for over 

500 job opportunities since its entrance into the 

town of 9,000 in 1963. Like many manufacturing 

opportunities in the province, Hershey’s 

operations left Ontario for Mexico in 2008 leaving 

behind 470, 000 square feet of post-industrial 

space. 

In 2014 Tweed Marijuana Inc. selected the rural 

community and vacant manufacturing facility at 

1 Hershey Drive as its home. What operates 

today as Canopy Growth Corporation is 

Canada’s first publicly traded, federally 

regulated, producer of cannabis.  

Because the facility distributes marijuana to the 

public, the types of employment opportunities 

reach beyond typical manufacturing. They 

include: health care professionals, security 

personnel, and horticulturalists. These types of 

employment opportunities are new to the area 

and present a renewed youth retention strategy 

associated with the industry that is seeing more 

opportunities as legal parameters widen.  

However, despite the opportunities existing in 

Smiths Fall, there are words of cautions from 

some Smiths Falls residents. Suggesting the 

majority of quality employment opportunities 

(jobs with benefits, higher pay) are not filled by 

local rural residents of Smiths Falls, but rather by 

commuters from Ottawa one former employee of 

Tweed offered words of caution during a 

telephone interview, "industries like that that 

come into a town, need to hire local employees - 

they aren't helping the unemployment issues in 

this town, they're causing a bigger one". 

_____________________________ 
 

CASE 5: INVEST    

HOW ONE COUNTY CAME TO INVEST IN SUPPORTS FOR LOCAL 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP.   

Who: Middlesex County  

What: Hiring an economic developer   

FIGURE 4 MAP OF SMITHS FALLS 
(GOOGLE MAPS) 
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KEY SUPPORTS USED TO NAVIGATE PRECARIOUS 

EMPLOYMENT:  

• Hiring one full time economic developer for the county  

• Investing in promotion and support for local small businesses and entrepreneurs  

• Recognizing small businesses and entrepreneurs as a key sector within the county 

This is the story of small and medium sized 

businesses in Middlesex County (Figure 5). With 

a population of 70, 000, the county is home to 

many small urban and rural communities ranging 

in population from 400 to over 12, 00010. The 

area surrounds the metropolitan area of London, 

is close to the provincial highway system and 

has a low tax rate – making it desirable for 

manufacturing. With over 16% of the county 

directly employed in manufacturing, the area 

was subject to the loss of many employment 

opportunities when the industry suffered.  

“Go back a few years and there was a down turn 

in the automotive industry, and manufacturing in 

general” (Interviewee). Examples of employment 

loss in the area include the closure of Kellogg’s 

in London, auto manufacturing in Strathroy, and 

a Ford plant in Elgin lost. From that downturn 

came an opportunity to refocus and reinvest in 

the four sectors identified locally as driving 

Middlesex County: agri-business, tourism, 

manufacturing and assembly, and small 

business and entrepreneurship11.  

When asked about the resources in Middlesex 

County that area geared to help with the 

mitigation of impact associated with job loss, “the 

programs available here are not unique to here 

but they are here. The low interest financing 

options and business consultants are not unique 

to Middlesex County but they are here” 

(Interviewee).  What does seem to be different is 

                                                
10 https://www.cfontario.ca/success-stories/447-cfdc-
achievements/most-recent-2010-2014/2756-

the county’s Economic Developer’s approach to 

focus on small businesses and 

entrepreneurship.  

In 2015 the county hired a full-time Economic 

Developer, the first of its kind in Middlesex 

County. “Previously, the county’s focus was 

more on agriculture and manufacturing” 

(Interviewee). The incumbent sought to change 

the dynamics of support for small and medium 

sized businesses in the county through a ‘people 

first’ approach to development. One of the first 

changes was of branding and marketing. We 

Appreciate Your Business became the new 

slogan, a double entendre reflecting the county’s 

appreciation for the small and medium 

featured-cfdc-the-business-help-centre-cfdc-of-
middlesex-county 
11 https://www.investinmiddlesex.ca/key-sectors 

FIGURE 5 MAP OF MIDDLESEX COUNTY (GOOGLE 
MAPS) 
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enterprises growing within it, both as clients and 

providers. This renewed support for 

entrepreneurship means recognizing that 

sustained growth is cultivated locally, “there is 

the recognition that valuable sectors are building 

job opportunities from the ground up” 

(Interviewee).  

Through this move, “the county now spends 

resources talking about the excellent work being 

done by small businesses” (Interviewee). County 

investment in small businesses has as led to 

annual business appreciation events where “the 

highest elected officials in the county are having 

dinner with businesses who are successful” 

(Interviewee) as well as symposiums on tourism, 

online profiling of small businesses, and 

promotional video series. One example is the 

county profiling of the Texas Longhorn Ranch 

(Figure 6).  

Paired with the commitment to small businesses 

and entrepreneurship is the proliferation of 

Middlesex County’s tourism sector. “Fifteen 

years ago, there were zero tourism supports 

available in Middlesex County. It took 13 years 

to get to where the county is today. There were 

less tourism providers back 13 years ago, but 

there were no specific supports” (Interviewee). 

Today more supports for tourism providers 

provides another way for the county to invest in 

its workforce. 

 

 

CASE 6: GROW    

A STORY OF GROWING THE NORTH’S WORKFORCE.   

Who: Roots to Harvest   

What: Empowering youth    

KEY SUPPORTS USED TO NAVIGATE PRECARIOUS 

EMPLOYMENT:  

• Breaking systemic barriers to employment  

• Grassroots meeting of community need  

• Empowering a new generation of workers 

• Creating place-based employment 

solutions  

FIGURE 6 LINK TO YOUTUBE VIDEO PROFILING 
TEXAS LONGHORN RANCH. 

FIGURE 7 ROOTS TO HARVEST 
(WWW.ROOTSTOHARVEST.ORG) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g8aYR62_PZo


 

 

Operating out of the Thunder Bay Area, Roots to 

Harvest is a grassroots not-for-profit which uses 

food as a tool to work with people (Interviewee). 

The people this group works most closely with 

are marginalized from traditional employment for 

any number of reasons. For some, it is the lack 

of a high school diploma and for others it’s a 

complicated custody situation. As potential new 

members of the labour market, marginalized 

youth aged 15-18 are one target demographic. 

In order to work with this group, Roots to Harvest 

operates a summer program where young 

people find themselves involved in every step of 

the food production process. This program 

operates in cooperation with school and 

community partners. Not only does the program 

provide hands on work experience it, perhaps 

more importantly, creates a safe place for 

marginalized youth to hone workplace skills such 

as time-management and responsibility. Part-

time employment during the school year is 

offered to a handful of students who participate 

in the summer program. This connection is used 

as an anchor between youth and the skills built 

during the summer. Roots to Harvest is also able 

to journey with students as they navigate the 

education system, often acting as an ally and 

supporting their educational pursuits. Outside of 

education, Roots to Harvest sets youth up with 

“employability networks” connections to 

employers in the area who not only offer paid 

work but who role model and mentor youth.  

Ultimately, the goal of programs offered through 

this organization is to empower youth to develop 

the assets required to take care of their lives in 

the future and contribute positively to their 

communities.  

Further to their work with youth, Roots to Harvest 

also builds capacity within other social support 

organizations to bring community members 

closer to the stability needed to pursue healthy 

lives. One interviewee explains, social housing, 

shelters, multicultural associations, having 

gardens with participants and clients can be 

engaging, but often the organizations don’t know 

how to do that or have the skills within the staff 

to be able to know how to do that. Seeing the 

opportunity, Roots to Harvest began a 

‘Community Growers’ program where agency 

staff work with the organization to develop in 

house food growing projects, resulting in food 

security and sustainability for their participants 

and clients.  

Building access to reliable healthy food, labour 

skills and education, Roots to Harvest is growing 

a stronger northern workforce.

CONCLUSION 
 

There is no one size fits all solution to mitigating 

the negative impacts of precarious employment 

in rural Ontario. Communities affected by job and 

industry loss are unique and solutions to the 

problems that are associated with economic 

change are not the same, even across 

communities that are similar in population and 

economic experiences. Where some 

communities invest in people to create grassroot 

changes (such as the Roots to Harvest example) 

some communities (like Smiths Falls) use 

existing infrastructure to usher in a completely 

new industry.  

What has been gained from this case study 

investigation is the identification of trends which 

can serve as ‘lessons learned’ for rural 

communities facing similar economic difficulties. 

From a policy perspective, one of those lessons 

is the value of community engagement. All 
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successful initiatives profiled involved multiple 

stakeholders and treated job loss as a shared 

concern for workers, elected officials, and the 

community at large.  

Industry partnering also proved significant in the 

problem-solving process. Although many 

interviewees pointed to the withdrawal of 

commitment from industries as the source of the 

job loss (Ford leaving Southwold for example) 

and vilified the leaning of rural communities on 

absentee owners, advocating a complete 

dissociation between rural Ontario and 

manufacturing would be a mistake. Some 

interviewees pointed towards medium-sized 

enterprise as the middle ground, suggesting 

industries with more interest in the rural 

community (such as organizations profiled by the 

Economic Developer of Middlesex County) have 

more incentive to remain in the community. By 

intersecting community members with industry 

representatives, associations (such as the 

Ontario Hazelnut Association) showcase how an 

industry partner can be beneficial to the building 

of a new community identity.  

Each case study also alludes to the desire for a 

rural focused policy strategy in Ontario. As made 

evident by the rural-focused bodies that have 

emerged to champion rural interests (such as 

SCOR), policy in Ontario is inherently urban 

focused. Increased priority on rural Ontario in 

decision-making enables the success of the 

groups, communities, and individuals highlighted 

in this report.   

 


